Based on Touchard's identity, a simple derivation is given for the enumeration of the N/S/E/W walks that remain on the north side of the origin.
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the number of Touchard walks, consisting of a sequence of n steps, each of which is one of N/S/E/W, such that at each point along the way the number of N-steps that have been taken is never less than the number of S-steps, and, furthermore, in the end they are equal (with no restrictions on the distribution of E-or W-steps).
These are walks that remain in the half-plane and return to the boundary. Table 1 lists valid and invalid walks of length n = 4. For an example of a longer walk, see Figure 2 .
Theorem. The number of Touchard walks with a total of n steps is
where C i is the ith Catalan number,
(sequence A000108 in Sloane's Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences [22] ).
There are, for instance, C 5 = 42 valid 4-step walks, listed in Table 1 . Guy [11] points out that this equality "is not well known! . . . nor can we immediately see any correspondence between [Touchard] walks and any of the manifestations [of Catalan objects]." We aim to fill this lacuna.
For a history of Catalan enumerations, see [23, Appendix B]. Connecting the tails of the steps yields a Dyck path of NE/SE steps. 
For a nice proof of this, see [21] . Considering the above theorem and this identity, we can understand the drunken walks in Table 1 , for n = 4, as comprising = 24 walks containing one (i = 1) north-step followed at some point by one south-step, and 2. The factor C i counts the patterns consisting of i N-steps and an equal number of Ssteps, starting and ending on the promenade, and never venturing further south (see Figure 3 ). This is one of the many well-known instances of Catalan enumerations, and is a special case of the famous "ballot problem," stated and solved by Whitworth back in 1878 [27] . 3. The factor 2 n−2i counts the patterns of the remaining unconstrained E/W-steps (see Figure 4 ).
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The factor n 2i
is the number of ways of interspersing 2i N/S-steps among n − 2i E/W-steps.
Bijection: Dyck paths
Walks whose steps are only north or south and stay on land (as in step 2 in the above proof) correspond to the well-known Dyck (monotonic lattice) paths [9, 14, pp. 151-153] , which spread out the steps over a timeline that runs from west to east. Dyck paths are usually depicted as consisting of equal numbers of NE-and SE-steps, staying the whole time north of the origin. They are counted by the Catalan numbers. For an example, see the dashed line in Figure 3 . Alternatively, such paths may be viewed as consisting of N-and E-steps, never going below the y = x diagonal; see [16, pp.1-4] .
Alternatively, Dyck paths may be viewed as consisting of N/S-steps meeting the requirements that (a) the number of south steps-throughout the walk-never exceeds the number of north ones and (b) that-at the end-they be equal. The enumeration D n counts walks in any of the four directions (N/S/E/W) abiding by the identical constraints.
To relate the two kinds of walks, consider a Dyck path of length 2n + 2, of which there are C n+1 . It must start with N and end with S. Forget those two steps. Then start from the beginning and replace as follows: NN → N, SS → S, NS → E, SN → W. The result is a Touchard walk of length n. The reverse direction of this bijection is straightforward. See Figure 5 .
This construction is similar to one used in [6, 12] . Touchard walks are also easily seen to be in bijection with two-colored Motzkin paths [3] (the two colors being E and W). These in turn are in bijection with ballot sequences [25] or Dyck paths [9] in a manner similar to the above; see [23, item 40 ].
Extension: More dimensions
Walks can be entertained in more dimensions with varying degrees of restriction.
a. For each dimension with its two opposing directions (like N and S above) that must stay to one side of the origin and return to zero (the promenade in our example) at the end, there is a Catalan factor
accounting for 2i steps, i in each direction (A000108). This component represents ballot sequences or Dyck paths.
b. For each dimension that must return to zero at the end (but need not stay on one side of the origin), there is a central binomial factor
for i steps in each of the two directions, in any order (A000984). These are the linear "drunken walks" studied by Polyá [19] , also called "grand-Dyck" paths [18] .
c. For each dimension that must stay on one side of the origin (but need not return to zero at the end), there is a central binomial factor
for a total of j steps (A001405). This component represents ballot sequences with an uneven number of votes for the two candidates or prefixes of Dyck paths. • To fix which of the n steps belong to which category, there is a multinomial choice n 2i 1 , . . . , j 1 , . . . , n − m .
The steps in dimensions adhering to cases (a) and (b) have an even number 2i k of steps; cases (c) and (d ) can have an odd number j k of steps.
• All the factors are summed for all possible values of the indices:
where m = 2i 1 + 2i 2 + · · · + j 1 + j 2 + · · · . If r = 0, however, the sum is
We can indicate the type of walk by a multiset of letters for the relevant cases. Each dimension contributes a letter a-e, where e is short for dd, meaning that there are no restrictions on steps in that dimension, whereas d means that the dimension is one-way only. Our drunkard's walk, then, is of type ae, being confined to the northern half of the plane but unrestricted longitudinally.
One-dimensional paths of types a, b, c, ee are classified in [2] as excursions, bridges, meanders, and walks, respectively, based on terminology of the theory of Brownian motion.
Whenever there are only dimensions of types a and b, the number of walks is 0 for an odd number n of steps.
Motzkin paths [1, pp. 300-301] are like Dyck paths but allow arbitrary horizontal E-steps in addition to NE and SE. They are equivalent to walks of type ad and are enumerated by the Motzkin numbers (A001006),
Were we to insist that our drunkard return to the origin at the end of an evening of wanderings, then those would be walks of type ab, which are counted by
for even n [24] . This is A000891(n/2). When n is odd, there is-of course-no way home. (Nagy [17] finds related formulae for the case when an N/S-walk crosses the abscissa an even number of times going south.) The simplification of the above sum for walks of type ab, as well as the next three, may be seen as the result of a few applications of binomial cancellation (the "subset of subsets 
Walks of type aa stay in one quadrant and return to the origin. They are counted by A005568 [11, §4] ,
again for even n. Walks of type ac stay in one quadrant but return to the abscissa (the promenade) and are counted by A001700,
They are discussed at length in [11, §4] .
Walks of type ce are just restricted to the half-plane. These are Guy's "Sandsteps" [11] , introduced by Sands [20] , and are also counted by A001700:
These and the remaining two-dimensional cases are summarized in Table 2 . Most of these were investigated in [8, 7, 12] . Their asymptotics were derived in [4] . More complicated walks involving diagonal steps have also been considered in the literature (e.g. [15, 5] ).
Restriction: Three dimensions
Suppose that the swaggering pedestrian (or an intoxicated bird) can also move up (U) or down (D) at any point (and continue moving on those levels), never venturing underground. Suppose further that the path taken need only end up on the ground, not necessarily on the promenade. The number of n-step walks of this type (ace) is, by the general formula of the previous section, octant axis 1, 1, 4, 9, 40, 120, 570, 1995, 9898, 38178, 195216, 805266, 4209084 Table 3 : Three-dimensional walks, required to return to the origin (three dimensions of type a or b), axis of origin (two), or plane of origin (one). They may be constrained to a fraction of the space-octant (three of a, c, or d ), quadrant (two), or half-space (one), or else allowed the full space (zero). The types are as explained in the text. (*The four starred sequences enumerate walks of even length only. In one case, bbc, the cited sequence, A138547, has alternating signs.)
